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TRINITY H. S. CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION
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:
(Left Jo Right) Front Row: S. Taxes, J. Johnson, C. Brumback, J. Schoen, E. Stotman, J.
Mathis, J. Oti, G. Boughey. W. Schumate, J. Link, S. Roby, T. Jecker, G. Shircliffe, T. How-
ard, D. Pullem, E. Flechler. Second Row: Coach Sullivan, D. Hubbuch, K. Stiff, J. Sherrill.
D. Hammerstrom, B. Woolsey, M. Williams, M. Woolsey, J. Bryant, C. Servino, T. Zoeller, J.
Riley, P, Miller, M. Brunderman, K. Morley, T. Whitehouse, D. Snyder, D. Minogue, J. Moore,
J. Okruhlica, Coach J. Rueff, Coach D. Lampley. Third Row: Coach J. Kennedy, Coach D.
Moore, K. Karcher, C. Millner, D. Metry, K. Calvin, P. Hayden, A. Wrighlson, B. Oldiges. G.
Schoen, M. Harlamerl, M. Keene, C. Weining, T. Cobaugh, E. Slatlery. T. Blincoe, M. Richard-
son, M. Taylor, M. Haydon, M. Bowling, Coach T. Wood, Coach R. Gruenisen. Fourth Row:
M. Lennart, R. Hilb, T. Volz, J. Clark, K. Pearson, F. Bluel, B. Scales, R. Volz, B. Brunderman,
G. Sutton, P. Slack, J. Wilbert, P. Sherrin, J. Gerding, S. Zurkuhlen. B. O'Connell, K. Heck-
man, G. Conliff, B. Bland.
Trinity 19—Covington Catholic
Trinity 21—Bryan Station 14
Trinity 21—DeSales
Trinity 27—Flaget 13
Trinity 46—Shawnee 6
Trinity 6—St. Xavier 3
Trinity 14—Bishop David
Trinity 22—Manual 6
Trinity 47—Ballard 14
Trinity 28—Male
Playoffs
Trinity 21 — Butler
Official Organ of the
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TRIGG COUNTY CLASS A STATE CHAMPION
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(Left lo Righl) Front Row: C. Ramsey, H. Marlin. J. McAlee, G. Perdue. B. While, B. Glunl, R. Diggs, S.
While. S. Grubbs, J. Wilford, D. Milcheson, Mgr. E. Smilh. Second Row: J. Walles, R. Hooks, P. Sadler, R. Sykes,
J. Tyler, C. Johnson, D. Davis, F. Vinson, I. Baker, J. Fulrell, D. Filzwaler, S. Combs, S. Davis, R. Lewis, R. Kyler.
Third Row: Coach Pizza, Coach J. Jaggers, D. Sadler, L. Palmer, T. Holland, B. Grasly, J. Malhis, L. Lowenstein,
S. Thomas, M. Bowers, Coach Perry, Coach John Jaggers.
PIKEVILLE — CLASS A FINALIST
(Left lo Right) Front Row: Mgr. M. Hanners, J. Newsome, P. Sowards, J. Elder, J. Rogers, D. Anderson,
S. Herring, C. Huffman, J. Hall, M. Eily, R. Davis, E. Johnson, Coach Allara. Second Row: J. Elliott, E. Bran-
ham, S. Smilh, D. Ratliff, G. McCown, R. Haley, S. Shockey, J. Branham, I. Ritchie, R. Honaker, K. McAnallen,
R. Smith, Coach Howard.
BUTLER — CLASS AAA FINALIST
Left to Right) Front Row: B. Houghton, R. O'Bryan. D. French, R. Pait, S. Goodlett, T. Winston, T. Benoch,
R. Stone, B. Green, G. Miller, T, Nolin. Second Row: Coach Collina, R, Bright, R. Basil, B. Paxtin, G. Seawrighl,
M. Jennings, D. Moser, S. Soulhall. R. Butler, D. Haskins, S. Hillyard, J. Chaney, Coach Morrison. Third Row:
R. Ohlman, S. Johnson, G. Demree, T. Miller, S. Kemper, K. Robinson, B. Beally. G. Lashley, C. Heisler, J. Jacobs.
K. Weidmar, W. Goatley. Fourth Row: M. Belz. B. Ashley, J. Scott, M. Gibson, T. Thornton, R. Hocker, P. McGee,
K. Castle. M. Ruzanka. J. Poison, J. Neuner, F. O'Bryan. Fifth Row: Coach Radjunas, S. Koller, T. Williams, O.
Baker, O. J. Simpson. B. Carlton, G. Vogt, J. Embry. P. Givens, S. Briley. D. Manley, Coach Nachand. Sixth
Row: P. Cole, M. Cole, B. Eppeson. J. Scamblehorn .
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1972-73 WRESTLING
EARLY SEASON QUESTIONS
INSTALLMENT II
EDITOR'S NOTE: These interpretations of
the 1972 National Alliance Wrestling Rules
do not set aside nor modify any rule. They
are made and published by the National
Federation of State High School Association
in response to situations presented.
Clifford B. Fagan, Editor.
National Federation Publications
19. Situation: Wrestler Al has lost his arm just
above the elbow. In assuming the starting position
on the mat, he lines up so that: (a) a portion of
the amputated arm is on the defensive man's
back and the other hand legally placed on the
near elbow; or (b) he places his good arm around
the opponent's body with the palm of his hand
resting on the navel of Bl and the portion of the
amputated arm toward but not touching the near
elbow.
Ruling: The position of Al in both (a) and (b) is
legal. The only reason for which Al does not fully
comply with the offensive starting position is that
he is unable to do so because of the amputation.
There is no special restriction with regard to as-
suming a starting position on the mat for Al.
20. Situation. In the starting position on the mat,
Bl assumes his position with his knees on the mat,
approximately shoulder-width apart, and his feet
together behind him so that his lower legs are at
an angle to the plane of his side. Al takes his
position with one knee on the mat near but not
touching the lower left leg of Bl and his right
knee on the mat to the outside of the lower right
leg of Bl but behind the line of the feet of Bl
so that he is in a position directly behind Bl.
Ruling: This is a legal position by Al. The line
describing the near side of Bl is determined by
the plane of the near lower leg. Al is privileged
to have one or both knees on the mat, and Al
may have one foot or knee to the rear of Bl pro-
vided it is behind the line described by the feet
of Bl.
Comment: Once Bl has assumed his starting po-
sition on the mat, he may not change it. Al is not
required to take his position until Bl has assumed
his position. In the foregoing situation, Bl may
avoid having Al assume his position directly be-
hind him by simply adjusting his lower leg in
assuming the starting position. If the lower legs
of Bl are parallel, Al is required to have his knee
or foot on the mat to the outside of the lower
near leg. This would prevent Al from moving be-
hind Bl.
21. Situation. Following an out-of-bounds, Al
is in the advantage position and straggles back to
the center of the mat and adjusts his equipment
in an attempt to gain a momentary rest. He has
not previously received a verbal caution in the
starting position. The referee declares this delay-
ing the match, and awards one match point to Bl.
Ruling: The verbal caution prior to penalizing
for a technical violation applies only to the start-
ing position. In this situation, it is a technical
violation by Al, and there is no verbal caution
required.
22. Situation: From the starting position on the
mat, Bl starts to stand up. While he is supporting
his weight on his hands and toes, Al locks his
hands around the knees of Bl, lifting the feet of
Bl from the mat and driving his shoulder so that
Bl is forced to the mat. During this action, which
in the judgment of the referee constituted un-
necessary roughness, Bl was injured and is un-
able to continue.
Ruling: If, in the referee's judgment, the injury
was the result of unnecessary roughness by Al,
the match may be awarded to Bl by default. In-
jury from unnecessary roughness or an illegal
hold which prohibits a wrestler from continuing
results in a default for the offended wrestler.
23. Situation: Al is injured by an illegal hold
during the first period and is granted a time-out.
After 1 minute and 20 seconds, he states he is
ready to wrestle. In the second period, he is again
injured by an illegal hold and: (a) he cannot con-
tinue; or (b) he states that he is ready to go after
two minutes and then later requests a time-out
for the same injury-
Ruling: Each wrestler is entitled to a 3-minute
time-out period for each injury caused by an il-
legal hold. The time consumed does not count
against the injured wrestler's injury time-out al-
lowance. In (aj, Al will be awarded the match by
default, since he is unable to continue following
injury from an illegal hold. In (b), Al is entitled
to the injury time used and it is not deducted
from his 3-minute allowance because the injury
was caused by an illegal hold. However, the time
used for his third request will be deducted since
there was no separate injury.
24. Situation: During a time-out for injury,
team attendants use a paper bag as a means to
hyperventilate wrestler Al.
Ruling: This is permissible. The use of a paper
bag for this purpose is not considered to be spe-
cial medication. It is using an artificial aid which
is comparable to administering refreshment dur-
ing the time-out period. There is no prohibition
concerning it.
25. Situation: For a dual meet, both coaches
weigh in two men for the 126 pound class and
two men for the 138 pound class. At the comple-
tion of the 119 pound class, Bl who is qualified
for the 126 pound class, begins removing his
warm-up and moves toward the mat. The home
coach sends Al to the mat. Thereupon, the coach
of B recalls Bl and sends B2 onto the mat. The
coach of A wishes to counter by recalling Al and
sending out A2.
Ruling: The maneuver by the coach of B is per-
missible. The home team is required to send its
delegate to the mat first and once he is there, he
may not be replaced. Even though the visiting
team has a representative appearing to go to the
mat, he may be withdrawn and replaced by
another wrestler who weighed-in for the weight
class. In this situation Al will wrestle B2.
26. Situation: Following the weigh-in for an
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
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REPORTS PAST DUE
1. 1972 Football- Participation List
2. School's Report on Football Officials
3. Official's Report on Schools (Football)
Approved and Certified Officials
A large number of K.H.S.A.A. registered of-
ficials qualified for the advanced rating of Ap-
proved and Certified as a result of the National
Federation basketball examination which was giv-
en in Kentucky on December 4, 1972. Only offi-
cials receiving these higher ratings are eligible to
work in the district and regional tournaments.
Only Certified officials are eligible to work in the
State Tournament.
Basketball officials who qualified for advanc-
ed ratings during the current season are as fol-
lows:
CERTIFIED OFFICIALS
Adams, James C.
Allen, Nelson R.
Allgood, Russell L.
Anders, Raleigh
Ashton, Guthrie H.
Bates, Bob
Bell. Clarence T.
Bell, Robert J.
Bertsch, Ron
Beshears, Jim
Biter, Charles D.
Black, Willis L.
Blackwood, Thomas W.
Blevins, Boone
Boyles. Paul
Brant. Bernard
Brashear, Loy Ray
Brause, Allan R.
Brock, Alben
Brock, John H.
Brown, Billy C.
Brown, E. C.
Brown, John W. "Scoop"
Browning. Earl
Bruner, Jack S.
Burch. Bill
Butcher, Douglas
Butcher, Granville "Bo"
Butner, Billy M.
Byrd, Wayne
Caldwell, James
Canady, Ray B.
Carlberg, John H.
Cash, Charles
Clater, James F.
Cleavenger, Ed
Clemmons, Sam
Cloud. Ralph L.
Colley, Lynn W.
Collier, Burnard
Collins, Hubert
Combs, Keith A.
Cooksey. Marvin
Cooper, Warren
Cox, Ken
Cox, Rufus A.
Crager, Bobby F.
Cravens, Robert L.
Culp, Ronald D.
Dame. L. J.
Daniel, Roger T.
Daniels. Robert A.
Davis, Harold T
Day, Bill E.
Decker, Dennis L.
Dennedy, Bob
DeVary, Bill
Dillihay, Ralph E.
Disken, James W.
Dixon, Ronald R.
Dobson, Kenneth
Dorsey, James
Dotson, John B.
Drake. Richard
Driskell, Earl, Jr.
Duerson, Wm. R.
Duff, Earl
Durbin, Hade, Jr.
Durbin, Roy
Duvall, Thomas J., Sr.
Dyke, Orville D
Elliott, Carroll L.
Farley, Jimmy
Faulk, Terry
Finley, Albert
Fish, Leland G.
Flynn, Bobby
Foster. Bob
Freppon, Tom
Fritz, Sherman
Fuller, John R„ Jr.
Gaines, Harvey
Gaither, Gene
Gardner, Howard E.
Gentry, Dale
Gettler, John F.
Gibson, Fred W.
Gilbert. Gerald L.
Gillespie, Fred
Goins, Edgar S.
Goley, James E.
Goode, Earl A.
Goodman, Jack
Green, Donald
Greer, Phil
Hackett, Wilbur L.. Sr.
Hardin, Don G.
Hall, William W.
Hamm, Gerald A.
Hammons, Norman
Harned, Victor
Harper, Randall H.
Harper, Robie
Harris, Billy
Harrison, John L.
Hawkins, Donald
Hayden, John O.
Hayes, James V.
Hewitt. R. T.
Hicks, Harold Dane
Hill, Earl F.
Hill, James P.
Hines, Bob
Hinton, Henry E., Jr.
Hofstetter, Joe
Holt, Robert E
Holt. Terrell W.
Hook, Don
Horsman, Bill
Howard, James
Hubbs, Cletus L., Jr.
Hunt, Leonard D.
Hurley, Robert
Hutchens, Jim
Hyre, Michael P., Jr.
Jackson, Edward
Jenkins, Jerry
Jent, Richard
Johnson, Harry B.
Johnson, James M.
Johnson, Walter
Jones, Frank
Jordan, Ait
Kelly, Charles R.
Kimmel, Jerry
King, Jim
King, Raymond H.
Kirk, Charles
Knight, Bill
Kouns, Robert H.
Latkovski, Anastasius
Laubheimer, Donald
Lawson, Rondell
Lequire, H. M
Lile, Clyde F.
Lillie, Wes
Linette, James M.
Littlepage, Pryce B.
Long, Robert F.
Lowe, Gene T.
Lusby, George H.
McCarley, John W.
McConnell, Michael J.
McCoy, Hayse
McClure, Willis B.
McGehee, G. K.
McGinty, L. V., Jr.
McKinney, Adelle F
McLane. Albert I.
McLeod, Robert
McMenama, John H.
McMillin, Larry L.
Madden, McElroy
Madon, Robert L.
Maines, George
Martin, Harold E.
Mathis, Mike
May, Larry
Meadows, Marvin
Melear, Leland
Meredith, Denny
Meredith. Wilmoth
Middleton, Johnny
Milbern, Daniel L.
Miller, Bob
Miller, Ferrel
Montgomery, Chester
Moore, Marvin
Moore, Robert
Morgan, Richard
Morse, Richard K.
Moser, Rudy C.
Murphy, Michael P.
Murrell, Allen L.
O'Connell, James M.
Omer, Harold G.
O'Nan, Harold
O'Nan, Norman
Owens, Bruce E.
Owens, Bruce Van
Pace, Donald
Padgett, R. K.
Pardue, Israel L.
Patterson, Bill
Peeler, Charles A.
Peeno, Harry R.
Pence, Wm. Jerry
Perkins, Ronnie
Perry, James E.
Poe. Thomas E.
Powers, Elmer
Ramey, Herb
Rankin, Jim
Redle, Joel E.
(Continued on Page Thirteen)
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1972-73 MEMBERSHIP IN THE KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
REGION 1
Tel. No.
628-5411
472-1741
236-3168
653-5461
665-5151
488-3126
554-1820
443-6297
898-2441
442-1681
382-2336
623-4349
345-2171
674-5333
247-4461
328-8256
851-3231
376-2236
527-9091
753-5479
753-5202
395-7108
527-2S91
REGION 2
School
D. 1
D. 2
D. 3
D. 4
Carlisle County
Fulton
Fulton County
Hickman County
Ballard Memorial
Heath
Lone Oak
Paducah Tilghman
Reidland
St. Mary
Cuba
Fancy Farm
Farmington
Lowes
Mayfield
Sedalia
Symsonia
Wingo
Benton
Calloway County
Murray
North Marshall
South Marshall
Address
Bardwell
Fulton
Hickman
Clinton
Barlow
W. Paducah
Paducah
Paducah
Paducah
Paducah
Mayfield
Fancy Farm
Farmington
Lowes
Mayfield
Sedalia
Symsonia
Wingo
Benton
Murray
Murray
Calvert City
Benton
Principal
Burley Mathis
Bobby Snider
Bobby McCord
James H. Phillips
Chester W. Anderson
Joseph K. Estes
Bernie Behrendt
James A. Traylor
Ben Sydboten
Bto. Edmund Delehunt
W. W. Chumbler
Jimmy Wiggins
C. W. Jones
Charles Hamlin
Barney Thweatt
James A. Pickard
Cecil Reid
James A. Baker
Bobby G. Miller
Howard Crittenden
Eli Alexander
Gerald S. Jones
Wm. A. Cothtan
Coach
Tom Buchanan
Gwinn Wood
Jim Whitby
bale Ray
Ronald McAlistet
Frank Wright
Albert Norris
Berny Miller
Don Rudolph
Dennis Gourley
Eddie Armstrong
Kenny Hamlet
Joe Mikez
Scott Schlosser
Bob Sparks
Ken Wray
Donnie Caldwell
Wayne Wadlington
Edd Jones
Jerry Con ley
Bobby Toon
Jim Peck
Charles Lampley
D. 5
D. 6
D. 7
D. 8
D. 9
D. 10
D. 11
Caldwell County
Crittenden County
Livingston Central
Lyon County
Ttigg Counry
Henderson
Henderson County
Providence
Union County
Webster County
Dawson Springs
Earlington
Madisonville-
North Hopkins
South Hopkins
West Hopkins
Christian County
Fort Campbell
Hopkinsville
Todd Co. Central
Apollo
Daviess County
McLean County
Owensboro
Owensboro Catholic
Trinity
Bremen
Central City
Drakesboro
Graham
Greenville
Hughes-Kirk
Muhlenberg Centtal
Breckinridge Counry
Fordsville
Frederick Fraize
Hancock County
Ohio County
St. Romuald
Princeton
Marion
Burna
Eddvville
Cadiz
Henderson
Henderson
Providence
Morganfield
Dixon
Dawson Springs
Earlington
Madisonville
Nortonvillc-
Nebo
Hopkinsville
Fort Campbell
Hopkinsville
Elkton
Owensboro
Owensboro
Calhoun
Owensboro
Owensboro
Whitesville
Bremen
Central City
Drakesboro
Graham
Greenville
Beechmont
Powderlv
Harned
Fordsville
Cloverport
Leu isp< 'it
Hartford
Hardinsburg
365-3531 Charles T. Elder
965-2248 Lorenza D. Davis
1)NN-i263 Kenneth T. Hardin
388-2296 Buddy L. Nichols
522-6071 Arnold S. Oaken
826-9568 William H. Womack
827-2506 N. D. Barra
66-2411 Wendell Johnson
389-1454 Richard Vincent
639-2661 Hugh E. Sellers
797-20U Paul B. Stevens
383-5511 Bob Rogers
Floyd Brown
Scotty R. Parsons, Sr.
A. O. Richards
Neal R. Tucker
Bill R. Perry
Mac Arthur
Andrew Renick
821-7156
6"?6-3443
249-3151
886-4463
798-2540
886-3384
265-2506
REGION 3
6S5-3121
684-5285
273-5278
684-7221
684-3215
233-5533
^25-3411
754-2272
476-8411-
338-1317
338-4650
476-2204
338-3550
756-2149
276-3601
788-3388
927-6712
274-3366
756-5504
Frank A. List
W. P. Wheeler
William Snodgrass
Clyde L. Hunsaker
Rev. Gerald Calhoun
Virgil H. Sublett
Ken Arbuckle
Jack L. Day
Willard J. Wilcutt
James L. Stewart
J. Ernest Atkins
Charles Eades
Perry F. Hill
Frank Reams
Joe M. Vance
Eugene Pardue
Clifton Banks, Jr.
Shelby C. Forsythe
Sr. Helen Marie
Joe Hill
Roy McKamy
Don Ringstaff
James Ringstaff
Jim Wallace
Marshall Mason
John Eblen
Philip Back
Ernon Simpson
Eddie Ford
Norman Manasco
Bob Rogers
Don Parsons
Lanny R. Woodward
Gary Morgan
Bob Hoggard
Rov Med lock
Carl Yahnig
Charles Hayslip
Jim Lambert
Randy Embry
Tris Kington
Robert Watson
Bruce Embry
Bryce Roberts
Randy Swann
Wayne Divine
Robie Harper
David Holland
Charles Strasburger
Tames B. Milam
Wendell Brown
Tommy Davis
Larry Frank
Ed Belcher
Denzel Mefford
Kenny Baughn
Scott Willoughby
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School
D. 12
D. 13
D. 14
D. 15
D. 16
D. 17
D. 18
D. 19
D. 20
D. 21
D. 22
D. 23
D. 24
Butler County
Caneyville
Clarkson
Edmonson County
Litchfield
AJairville
Aubuni
Chandler's Chapel
Lewisburg
Olmstead
Russellville
Bowling Green
Franklin-Simpson
Warren Central
Warren East
Allen County
Austin Tracy
Glasgow
Hiseville
Park City
Scottsville
Temple Hill
Clinton County
Cumberland County
Gamaliel
Metcalfe County
Tompkinsville
East Hardin
Elizabethtown
Fort Knox
Meade County
North Hardin
West Hardin
Caverna
Greensburg
Hart County
LaRue County
Bardstown
Bethlehem
Nelson County
Washington County
Adair County
Campbellsville
Marion County
Taylor County
Central
Flaget
Loretto
Portland Christian
Shawnee
Angela Merici
Bishop David
Butler
Pleasure Ridge Park
Western
Doss
Fairdale
Holy Rosary Academy
Stuart
Valley
DeSales
Iroquois
Southern
Thomas Jefferson
Address
Morgantown
Caneyville
Clarkson
Brownsville
Leitchfield
Adairville
Auburn
Auburn
Lewisburg
Olmstead
Russellville
Bowling Green
Franklin
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Scottsville
Lucas
Glasgow
Hiseville
Park City
Scottsville
Glasgow
Albany
Burkesville
Gamaliel
Edmonton
Tompkinsville
Glendale
Elizabethtown
Fort Knox
Brandenburg
Radcliff
Stephensburg
Horse Cave
Greensburg
Munfordville
Hodgenville
Bardstown
Bardstown
Bardstown
Springfield
Columbia
Campbellsville
Lebanon
Campbellsville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Lmisville
Louisville
Louisville
Fairdale
Louisville
Valley Station
Valley Station
Louisville
Louisville-
Louisville
Louisville
Tel. No. Principal
526-3753
879-4211
242-3061
597-2182
259-4175
REGION 4
539-7711
542-4181
542-4139
755-6191
734-4621
726-6434
842-1674
586-3273
842-7302
781-1277
622-4119
646-2236
651-8801
453-3670
749-2665
237-3751
426-2611
387-5569
864-3451
457-2341
432-2481
487-6217
REGION 5
854-4211
769-3381
642-7030
422-3214
351-3167
862-3924
773-7951
932-5231
524-9341
358-3195
348-5913
348-8594
348-9046
336-3718
384-2751
465-8774
692-6066
465-4431
REGION G
584-6193
778-5528
778-2122
778-6114
774-2353
447-5911
447-4363
448-4620
935-5464
447-3221
935-2948
366-1468
361-2213
935-3155
917-2300
368-6519
366-0373
969-1331
969-3271
Darrel C. Hampton
James R. Woosley
Calvin Fulkerson
Johnny Vincent
John Hill Taylor
Jesse L. Richards
Howard Gorrell
Morris Shelton
Bill McKinney
John McCarley
Don M. Turner
Denval Barriger
Ray Hammers
Henry E. Resch
Joe Watkins
Bennie Keen
Robert M. Conkin
Eldon J. Smith
Frank P. Newberry
Darrell Florence
D. B. Stewart
James C. Coomer
Perry C. Hay
David R. Sharp
James Graves
"Howard B. Keel
Randall Grider
Damon Ray
Lowell T. Yankey
Robert B. Burrow
Jimmy A. Elmore
Ray Story
Dane Hicks
Roy D. Withrow
Forrest Kelly
Garland C. Cottrell
Robert E. Brown
John H. Branson
Sr. Josephine Wathen
T. G Florence
Jack H. Waff
Al Sullivan
R. Brooks Bates
Virgil Chambers
Edward L. Cox
Joseph Orr
Bro. Kirby Boone
Sr. Carol Dunphy
Earl C. Mullins, Sr.
Sam Robinson
Sr. Louise Marie
Tohn J. Moll
H. L. Hatfield
Bobby Green
John D. Brown
J. S. Pittenger
Harry K. Hardin
Sr. Mary H. Theineman
Denzil J. Ramsey
W. J. Pickert
Rev. Tom Batsis
Edwin K. Binford
Irvin Brooks
W. D. Bruce, Jr.
Coach
Ronald Fentress
William Lee
Bowman Davenport
David Denton
Don Lee
Bill Davis
Gerald Sinclair
Ivan G Pogue
Bob Birdwhistell
Jim Marion
Mickey Meguier
Don Webb
Frank Cardwell
Grover Canty
Dallas Embry
Robbie Cline
Billy Reece
Lowell Hammers
Bob Sturgeon
Sonny Oliphant
Lyle Dunbar
Jim Manion
Jim DeForest
Terry Davis
Billy Murphy
Russell VanZant
Prentice Stanford
Don Morris
Ray Vencill, Jr.
Joe Smith
David Jenkins
Wally Johnson
Pat Tully
Eddie Claycomb
Carl Deaton
Johnny Russell
Larry Pursiful
Garnis Martin
Bruce Blair
Ernest Ruby
Harlan Davidson
George Critz
Terry Parker
Bobby Hiles
Bi'Iy B. Smith
Robert Graves
Ed Fehring
Bunny Daugherty
Eugene Schrciner
James Gordon
Betty Dwyer
Dan King
Lonnie Willoughbv
Gary Schaffer
Carl McMichael
Sam Hosbach
Forest Able
Patty Lieber
Henry Howard
(ilenn Collie
Lucian Raque
Alvin Pfeffer
William Kidd
Maurice Payne
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School
D. 25
D. 26
D. 27
D. 28
D. 29
D. 30
D. 31
D. 32
D. 33
D. 34
D. 35
D. 36
Ahrens Voc. Tech
duPont Manual
Ky. School 1: Blind
L-ville Collegiate
Male
Mercy Academy
Presentation Acad.
St. Xavier
Atherton
Ky. Country Day
Sacred Heart Acad.
Seneca
Trinity
Durrett
Fern Creek
Jeffersontown
Moore
Assumption
Ballard
Eastern
Kentucky Academy
Waggener
Westport
Anderson
Bullitt Central
Taylorsville
Western
Eminence
Henry County
Shelby County
Shelbyville
Carroll County
Gallatin County
Oldham County'
Trimble County
Georgetown
Grant County
Owen County
Scott County
Williamstown
Boone County
Conner
Dixie Heights
Lloyd Memorial
Saint Henry
Simon Kenton
Walton-Verona
Beechwood
Covingotn Catholic
Covington Latin
Holmes
Holy Cross
LaSalette Academy
Ludlow
Notre Dame Academy
Villa Madonna Acad.
Bellevue
Dayton
Newport
Newport Catholic
Bishop Brossart
Campbell County
Highlands
St Thomas
Silver Grove
Address
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Middletown
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Lawrenceburg
Shepherdsville
Taylorsville
Sinai
Eminence
New Castle
Shelbyville
Shelbyville
Carrollton
Warsaw
LaGrange
Bedford
Georgetown
Dry Ridge
Owenton
Georgetown
Williamstown
Florence
Hebron
Ft. Mitchell
Erlanger
Frlanm i
Independence
Walton
Ft. Mitchell
Covington
Covington
Covington
Covington
Covington
Ludlow
Covington
Covington
Bellevue
Dayton
Newport
Newport
Alexandria
Alexandria
Ft. Thomas
Ft. Thomas
Silver Grove
REGION 7
Tel. No. Principal
583-1641
636-1441
S97-1583
451-5330
5S2-2613
5S4-55S9
5S3-5935
636-2525
459-3610
S95-3452
897-1811
451-4330
895-6765
368-5831
239-3267
267-7486
964-3376
458-9551
425-5076
245-4161
425-901
S95-0567
425-2541
REGION 8
S39-3431
543-7021
477-2230
839-3608
845-4071
346-8421
633-2344
633-4869
"32-6185
567-5041
222-9461
255-3268
863-3S05
824-4433
484-5509
863-2640
824-4421
REGION 9
371-6020
689-"7 884
341-3 7 55
341-7530
341-9309
356-3541
4S5-4293
331-4621
431-5351
291- 7044
291-1104
431-1335
291-5355
261-8211
261-4300
261-3441
261-2980
261-4357
491-1125
441-7100
635-210S
635-2191
441-1301
441-2211
441-3873
Byron H. Bell
George Sauer
L. P. Howser
Nancy E. Kussrow
Foster J. Sanders
Sr. Mary Prisca
Sr. Sheila Ann Madden
Bro. Conrad Callahan
Dawson Orman
John Gernert
Sr. Eileen Carney
Luther E. McDowell, Jr.
Rev. Thomas A. Duerr
Johnnie P. Lee
John V. Reschar, Sr.
Howard Hardin
W. T. Klapheke
Sr. M. T. M. Osborne
Pat Crawford
George E. Morrison
N. C. Hodgin
Arthur K. Draut
James O. Gatewood
Bill W. Rideout
George E. Valentine
L. W. Mullins
Robert B. Turner
Woody J. Barwick
Carl Collins
Bruce Sweeney
Mel Chandler
James B. Edwards
Billy E. Prewitt
Ollie Howard
Robert P. Atkinson
George Lusby
Carl W. Webster
G. Edward Carroll
Z. T. Lester
Shirley D. Wagoner
George K. Toadvine
Paul Hogan
Fred Mason
Charles R. Fugitt
Sr. Joseph Marie
Robert Abell
Hobert R. Thompson
Paul Champion
Kenneth J. Gross
Rev. Paul Arbogast
Fred W. Moeves
Fred Breyer
Sr. Janet Bamburger
Daniel L. Sullivan
Sr. M. Virginia Ann
Sr. Clarita Anneken
William Armstrong
Frank Lyons
Gene Sell
Bro. Kenneth Pfister
Rev. Robert Urlage
Glen Ravencraft
Robert M. Gschwind
Sr. Judith McMahon
Bernard Sandfoss
Coach
Wade Houston
Dennis Doutaz
Rosemary Jenkins
Jim Huter
Nanette Mershon
Vivian Dunlevy
Martin Donlon
Estil Griffis
Harold Owen
Kay Whalen
Tony Carman
Joe Thompson
Adrian Cooksev
Stanley Hardin
Jack Haury
Gene Carroll
Mary Helen Zahn
Richard Schmidt
\\"m. Kercher
William T. Simpson
John Reuther
Ray Noe
James Lindsey
Norman Weaver
Charles Simpson
Larry A. Gritton
J. T. Stinson
Craynor Slone
Don Marston
Bobby Cook
Bill Fulrz
Jim Barnes
Bob Simpson
Robert Slone
Pete Gill
C. R. Wenderoth
Cecil Todd
Evererte L. Varney
Charles M. Reeves
lames Conner
Bill Warfield
Dave Acterkirk
Charles Caple
William M. Code
Tim Taylor
Morris R. Tyler
Tim Arnold
Dick Maile
Rev. Ed Heile
Reynolds Flynn
Ralph Kamphaus
Sr. Carolyn Medley
Andrew Christofield
Cathy Sullivan
Tohn Gross
Tom Hood
Bobby Vanderpool
Ronald Albrinck
Thomas Seither
Leroy Randall
Tom Russell
Ken Shields
Don Gaunce
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REGION 10
School Address Tel. No.
D. 37 Bourbon County Paris 987-2550
Harrison Counrv Cynthiana 234-4382
M. M. I. Millersburg 484-3352
Nicholas Counrv Carlisle 289-5584
Paris Paris 987-4545
D. 38 Augusta Augusta 756-3951
Bracken Countv Brooksville 735-3153
Deming Mt. Olivet 724-2700
Pendleton County Falmouth 654-3355
D. 39 Fleming County Flemingsburg 845-6601
Mason County Maysville 564-6409
Maysville Maysville 564-3856
St. Patrick Maysville 564-5329
Tollesboro Tollesboro 798-2541
D. 40 Bath County Owingsville 674-6325
George Rogets Clark Winchester 744-6111
Montgomery County Mt. Sterling 498-2250
Mt. Sterling Mt. Stetling 49S-3484
REGION 11
D. 41 Frankfort Frankfort 223-8030
Franklin County Frankfort 227-2236
Lexington Catholic I < xington 277-7183
Margaret Hall Versailles 873-3751
Pinkerton Midway S46-4421
Woodford County Versailles 8^3-5434
D. 42 Burgin Burgin ^48-5170
Harrodsburg Harrodsburg 734-3242
Jessamine County Nicholasville 8S5-4849
Mercer County Harrodsburg 734-4195
D. 43 Bryan Station Lexington 299-9212
Henry Clay Lexington 269-3326
Lafayette Lexington 277-5335
Sayre Lexington 254-1361
Tates Creek Lexington 272-1513
D. 44 Berea Communiry Berea 986-4911
Estill County Irvine -23-3537
Madison Richmond 623-4959
Madison Centfal Richmond 623-1530
Model Richmond 622-2986
REGION 12
D. 45 Boyle County Danville 236-5047
Danville Danville 236-6373
Garrard County Lancaster 792-2146
Ky. School f/t Deaf Danville 236-5132
D. 46 Casey County Liberty 787-6151
Crab Orchard Crab Orchard 355-2331
Hustonville Hustonville 346-3831
McKinney McKinney 346-5291
Memorial Waynesburg 365-7018
Stanford Stanford 365-2191
D. 47 McCreary County Whitley City 376-2213
Monticello Monticello 348-4681
Pine Knot Pine Knot 354-2511
Russell County Russell Sptings 866-5306
Wayne County Monticello 348-3311
D. 48 Burnside Burnside 561-4250
Eubank Eubank 379-4661
Laurel County London 864-7371
Nancy Nancy 636-6421
Pulaski County Somerset 679-1574
Shopville Shopville 274-4312
Somerset Somerset 678-4721
Principal
Jack Clifford
William C. Doan
Joseph R. Johnson
E. G. Jones
Ernest M. Trosper
Margaret Kelsch
Jarvis Parsley
Harry E. Meacham
Clifford Wallace
Fairce O. Woods
Elza Whalen, Jr.
J. Thomas Creamer
Sr. Jude Birck
Charles M. Hughes
Arnold Stacy, Jr.
Robert D. Campbell
David B. Gover
Winston Hamilton
Albert Wall
Robert W. Hoagland
Rev. Robert Nieberding
C. W. Bell, Jr.
William Nutter
Charles O. Dawson
Charles Kolasa
L. D. Knight
Zeb Blankenship
James E. Gash
Leo H. Brewsaugh
Bill C Hurt
Dwight Price
Glenn B. Bell
Warren Featherston
James K. Miller
Paul Hughes
James R. Fleenor
James B. Moore
Stephen Ttaw
Charles W. Scott
Jerry A. Boyd
Johnnie Ray Laswell
John W. Hudson, Jr.
Humphrey T. Elliott
Tom Blankenship
Cecil Purdom
M. C. Montgomery
Jack Blair
Norman McGuffey
Phil Carter
Eldon E. Davidson
Clay Harmon, Jr.
Ron Chumbley
George O. Horron
C. L. Simpson
Winston F. Osborne
Harold Storm
James A. Sears
Garvis Burkett
Phillip Baker
James R. Williams
Coach
Russ Day
Woodrow Crum
Larry J. Allison
Bill Anderson
Earl E. Redwine
Joe Mahan
David Hamilton
Matvin Btadley
Phillip Wood
Robert Hall
James Mitchell
Tom Creamer
Gary McKinney
Alan Bane
Julian Cunningham
Thomas Goebel
Bill Schott
W'hitt Criswell
Rex Pitts
John Lykins
Tommy Starns
Ruth Housek
Gene Kirk
Bruce Johnson
Richard Skaggs
Steve Deskins
Steve Clevenger
Bob Barlow
Al Prewitt
lock Sutherland
Gerald Walton
Nolan Barger
Jack M. Elkin
Roy Woolum
Kenneth Tate
Don Richardson
Shirley Kearns
Harry G. Graham
David Cottrell
Ray Hammonds
Bob Sparks
Bob Payne
Virgil Benge
Johnny Wilder
Mike Candler
Roger Meek
Jim Baird
Chuck Eckler
Joe W. Harper
Mike Chaney
Allen Feldhaus
Jack G. Upchurch
Earl Hicks
Brent Tackett
Ravmond Reid
Lowell Jones
Denton Ping
Hollis R. Smith
Ron Whitson
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School
D. 49
D. 50
D. 51
D. 52
D. 53
D. 54
D. 55
D. 56
D. 57
D. 58
D. 59
D. 60
Anaville Institute
Clay County
Jackson County
Oneida Institute
Rockcastle County
Barbourville
Corbin
Knox Central
Lynn Camp
St. Camillus Acad.
Whitley County
Williamsburg
Bell County
Henderson Settlement
Lone Jack
Middlesboro
Pineville
Red Bird Settlement
Cumberland
Evarts
Harlan
James A. Cawood
Lynch
Fleming-Neon
Jenkins
Letcher
Whitesburg
Buckhorn
Combs Memorial
Hazard
Leatherwood
Leslie County
M. C. Napier
Breathitt
Carr Creek
Cordia
Hindman
Jackson
Knott County
Riverside Christian
Hazel Green Academy
Lee County
Owsley County
Powell County
Wolfe County
Johnson Central
Louisa
Paintsville
Salyersville
Sheldon Clark
Allen Central
Betsy Layne
McDowell
Prestonsburg
Wheelwright
Dorton
Millard
Mullins
Pikeville
Virgie
Belfrv
Elkhorn City
Feds Creek
Tohns Creek
Phelps
Address
Annville
Manchester
McKee
Oneida
Mt. Vernon
Barbourville
Corbin
Barbourville
( urhin
Corbin
Williamsburg
Williamsburg
Pineville
Frakes
Four Mile
Middlesboro
Pineville
Beverly
Cumberland
Evarts
Harlan
Harlan
Lynch
Fleming
Jenkins
Letcher
Whitesburg
Buckhorn
Jeff
Hazard
Leatherwood
Hyden
Hazard
Jackson
Carr Creek
Hazard
Hindman
Jackson
Pippa Passes
Lost Creek
Hazel Green
Beattwille
Booneville
Stanton
Campton
Paintsville
Louisa
Paintsville
Salyersville
Inez
Eastern
Betsv Layne
McDowell
Prestonsburg
Wheelwright
Dorton
Pikeville
Pikeville
Pikeville
Virgie
Belfry
Elkhorn City
Feds Creek
Pikeville
Phelps
REGION 13
TeL No. Principal
364-5109 Gayle W. Horn
598-3737 Robert Campbell
287-7155 Clayton Taylor
842-2202 Harlan Woods, Jr.
256-4816 Cleston Saylor
546-3129 Eddie Dobson
528-3902 Louie Martin
546-4138 Clinton B. Hammons
528-5429 Jay Roger Kerle
528-5077 Sr. M. Amabilis
549-1360 Tony McKiddy
549-1915 Jack V. Foley
337-2329 James A. Pursiful
337-3618 Herby J. Roark
337-2435 C. E. Calloway
248-6116 Lloyd Sharp
337-2439 Lowell Turner
337-2848 Donald Scott
589-4625 Dillard Prater
837-2502 O. G Roaden
573-3711 Tommy Ward
573-5027 John Howard
S4S-5486 Charles Sellars
REGION 14
855-7597
832-2184
633-2524
633-2339
398-7176
436-6811
436-3711
675-4431
672-2337
436-4541
666-2805
642-3585
251-2875
785-3125
666-5164
368-2756
666-2359
662-4475
464-8126
593-5185
663-4475
668-S565
REGION 15
789-4890
638-4574
789-3881
349-2011
298-7606
358-9543
478-2255
377-6202
886-2252
452-2110
639-2832
432-3380
432-2733
437-6870
639-2774
353-7362
754-7981
835-2286
437-6361
456-7716
Roy T. Reasor
John C. Stringer
D. C. Taylor
J. M. Burkich
Dale Callahan
Dacker Combs
John Quillen
Bobby D. Moore
Wilburn Nantz
James W. Fields
Millard Tolliver
R. B. Singleton
D. Randall Smith
Vesper Singleton
James B. Goff
Edward Madden
Doran J. Hostetler
John M. Ridgway
Gordon F. Cook
W. O. Gabbard
Billy F. Rose
Richard Jett
W. H. Conley
William A. Cheek
Paul W. Trimble
Harlan Hopkins
Wilburn Goble
James D. Hensley
Gene D. Davis
Lloyd Srumbo
Ronald L. Hager
Ronald A. Turner
Glenn Wallace
James E. Branham
James T. Dorson
Warren P. Tiller
Winston Adkins
Frank T Welch
James V. Powell
Hobart Dye
William Clevenger
Freddie G Fletcher
Coach
Jerry Hacker
Bobby Keith
Jack Powell
George Hensley
William Riddle
H. D. Tye
John Fletcher
Don Bingham
Calvin Vaughn
Jim Lankster
Jerry Hodges
Dennis W. Byrd
Lee Gambrel
Elijah Smirh
Wayne Walters
Larry Davis
Raymond Maggard
John Gillispie
Ralph Roberts
Earl Rogers
Kenneth Condra
Granvel Deaton
Ed Miracle
Larry Kincer
George C. Cornett
Danny Bates
Lyle Eads
Sherman Combs
Dacker Combs
Roscoe Shackelford
Mearl Campbell
Damon Huff
Albert M. Combs
Jack Stanford
Tommy Reynolds
Bobby R. Smith
George Francis
James B. Goff
Eddie Gibson
Doran J. Hostetler
John O. Henry
Heber Dunaway
Bobby Terry
David Fraley
Robert Creech
Howard W. Wallen
Roberr L. Prichard
Jim Wheeler
Bucky Ellis
Larry Cline
Loise E. Frasure
Tommy Boyd
Pete Grigsby, Jr.
Freddy Setser
James F. Frances
Dale Trivette
Richard J. Maynard
Arnold Meek
Wayne Martin
Bobby Osborne
Millard Bevins
Mike M. Tarry
Ralph Good
Aubrey Taylor
Harold Birchfield
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School
D. 61
D. 62
D. 63
D. 64
Ezel
Menifee County
Morgan County
Rowan County
University
Breckinridge
East Carter
Lewis County
Sandy Hook
West Carter
Greenup
McKell
Raceland
Russell
Wurtland
Boyd County
Catlertsburg
Fairview
Holy Family
Paul G. Blazer
Address
Ezel
Frenchburg
West Liberty
Morehead
Morehead
Grayson
Vanceburg
Sandy Hook
Olive Hill
Greenup
South Shore
Raceland
Flatwoods
Wurtland
Ashland
Catlettsburg
Ashland
Ashland
Ashland
REGION 16
Tel. No. Principal
725-4545 Conrad A. Rowland
768-2373 Hiram C. Walters
743-3777 Robert S. Boggs
784-4153 Buford Risner
783-2127 Rondal Hart
474-5741 Harlan R. Fleming
796-2823 Douglas Applegate
73S-5225 Clarence W. Adkins
286-2481 Jack Fultz
473-3781 Wade B. Womack
932-3323 Chester Bruce
836-8221 Glenn Riedel
S3 6-3531 Jack D. Fugate
836-5931 Charles Banks
928-6473 Clyde Stewart
739-4663 Roger Adams
324-9226 Richard Baker
324-7040 Sr. Marie Gangwish
325-4706 Webb Young
Coach
John M. Johnston
Joe P. Blankenship
Gary Holbrook
Zane Collins
Dienzel Dennis
Roy F. Murphy
Odel Pack
Jess Adkins
Bert Greene
Ramey Fletcher
Ed Lowdenback
George Steele
Man' in Meredith
Larry Jordon
Hollie Heaberlin
Ben Coffman
George Cooke
William Carroll
Stephen Gilmore
Minutes of Board Meeting
The Board of Control of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association met at the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association building, Lex-
ington, on Friday afternoon, December 15, 1972
The meeting was called to order by President
Richard Vincent at 1:00 P.M., with Board mem-
bers Zeb Blankenship, J. C. Cantrell, William C.
Doan Andrew J. Fultz, Arthur Hawkins, Louie
Martin W P Wheeler and Roy Winchester; Com-
missioner J. B. Mansfield and Assistant Commis-
sioners Tom Mills, Louis Stout and Billy Wise
were present. The invocation was given by J. C.
Cantrell.
. „ ,.
Mr Vincent stated that since members of the
Board had received minutes of the October Board
meeting he would waive the reading of the
minutes. „,.,, . ,
Assistant Commissioner Tom Mills reported
that the 1972 football championship playoffs were
successful Total receipts of the final games were
S42.969.00 with approximately $8,100.00 in ex-
penses. The expenses did not include the Board
Grant for incidental expenses.
There was a discussion concerning the amount
of money for incidental expenses which should be
allotted to each of the six finalists in the football
playoffs. W P. Wheeler moved, seconded by Bill
Doan that each finalist in the football playoffs be
awarded a grant of $800.00 for incidental expenses.
This is in accordance with Item IV, Section C, of
the Rules and Regulations Governing Football
Championship. The motion carried unanimously.
Mr Mansfield read a letter from the principal
and athletic director of Bishop David High School
requesting that Bishop David be changed from
Class AAA. Region I. District 1, to Class AAA, Re-
gion II, District 1. Following a report by Board
member J. C. Cantrell on the subject. Commis-
sioner Mansfield read a letter from the Jefferson
County Activities Conference in opposition to the
change. Following a lengthly discussion, the
Board declined to take action on the request of
Bishop David.
The Commissioner then presented a letter of
request from Mr. J. B. Moore, Principal of Madi-
son Central High School for re-assignment in
football from Class AA. Region III, District 2, to
Class AA. Region II, District 2. Following a de-
tailed discussion Zeb Blankenship moved that the
request be granted. W. P. Wheeler seconded the
motion. The motion failed by a vote of 5 to 3.
Commissioner Mansfield presented the eligi-
bility case of Dexter Ragan, a student who had
transferred from Covington Holmes to Covington
Catholic. After hearing the facts in the case, the
Board declined to take action.
The case of the eligibility of Jeffrey Joe Wil-
son of Mayfield High School was reopened due to
additional information being available which the
Commissioner felt had a bearing on the case. Pres-
ident Vincent read the report of Assistant Com-
missioner Billy Wise, which was made following
further investigation by Mr. Wise. After consider-
able discussion and based upon the report pre-
sented by Mr. Wise, J. C. Cantrell moved that
Jeffrey Joe Wilson be declared immediately eli-
gible to participate in sports at Mayfield High
School. The motion was seconded by Jack Fultz.
All members voted aye.
The next item of business was setting the
fee for tournament officials. Commissioner Mans-
field recommended the following: $25.00 for Dis-
trict officials; $30.00 for Regional officials and
$35.00 for State Tournament officals. In addition
to this, officials would be paid 10-1 per mile for
travel expense and $10.00 should they be required
to stay over night. W. P. Wheeler moved, second-
ed by William C. Doan, that the recommendation
of the Commissioner be approved. The motion was
carried unanimously.
Following a discussion on the fee schedule
for radio and television coverage for the semi-
finals and finals of the 1973 State Basketball
Tournament. J. C. Cantrell made the motion that
the Commissioner be authorized by the Board of
Control to set a fee schedule for radio and tele-
vision coverage and enter into contracts with in-
terested stations for the semi-finals and finals of
the 1973 Kentucky State High School Basketball
Tournament and that the schedule shall be in line
with current operating costs. Roy L. Winchester
seconded the motion and all members voted aye.
A discussion on the problems involved in the
distribution and sale of State Tournament tickets
to the schools followed. It was recommended by
the Board that each member school receive its two
free sets of tickets calling for seats in the arena
and that each superintendent receive one set free
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and be allowed to purchase an additional set. This
will be the first priority and will fill all the seats
below the box seats. The next priority would al-
low each school and each superintendent to buy
two sets of tickets immediately behind the box
seats. After this each school will be sold two sets
of tickets for each sport maintained during 1971-
72 and each superintendent may purchase four
sets. Each school and each superintendent may
purchase two side box seats as long as the supply
lasts.
The Commissioner was authorized to continue
with the present plan of housing basketball teams
and cheerleaders at the State Basketball Tourna-
ment. They are lodged at various motels in the
area.
At this point, Dr. Robert McLeod. Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky Medical
Association, spoke briefly to the Board on ways
the Medical Association could help the High
School Athletic program improve medical care
given the high school athlete. Following his re-
port, he answered questions from members of the
Board. Mr. Vincent thanked him for coming and
assured him that this problem would be discussed
at future meetings. Dr. McLeod agreed to present
the Board with literature on this program for
study. He thanked the Board for their time and
excused himself from the meeting.
Upon a motion by Andrew Fultz and a second
by Arthur Hawkins, it was the unanimous deci-
sion of the Board to set the State Gvmnastic Meet
at Moore High School on February 24. 1973.
Tom Mills reported the results of a recent
questionnaire sent to the principals of member
schools concerning girls' basketball. The vote was
155 in favor and 107 opposed. No action was taken
by the Board at this time as several schools had
not returned their cards.
The next meeting of the Board of Control was
scheduled for Friday, January 26, 1973. at 9:30
A.M. in Louisville.
Roy L. Winchester moved, seconded by Jack
Fultz, that all bills of the Association for the per-
iod beginning October 1, 1972, and ending Novem-
ber 30, 1972, be allowed. The motion was carried
unanimously.
There being no further business, the meeting
adjourned.
Supplementary List of
Registered Wrestling Officials
(List Compiled January 1)
If the telephone number is given for an official, ii
is the home phone number unless otherwise designated.
[f two numbers are given, the first number is the home
phone.
Arnold, Thomas R., 620 Deepwood Drive. Hopkinsville
42240. 278-0128
Bryant. Stephen D.. 127 Sequoia Drive. Clarksville. Ten-
nessee 37040, 647-3860. 798-3044
Clarkson. William H.. 132 Alumni Avenue. Hopkinsville
42240, 886-2885. 886-3458
Havden. Charles T.. 3150 Estes Lane, Paducah 42001, 442-
7248
Laudeman. Bob. 206 Don Allen Road. Louisville 40207,
895-3944
Mallory, Tom, 7409 Dixie Highway, Florence 41042, 371-
8944
Martin, Alan Lee, 6305 Powder Horn Drive. Louisville
40216, 447-2558, 968-5401
Martin. Donnv, 404 Baldwin Avenue. Princeton 42445,
365-3387
P'Pool, Richard, Rt. 4, Princeton 42445. 365-5968
Quinn, Larrv L„ 41 Vallev View Court, New Albany, Indi-
ana 47150. 945-3986
Sweat, Michael F.. 1303 Church Street. Lebanon Junction
40150. 833-4656. 862-3924
Supplementary List of
Registered Basketball Officials
(List Compiled January 1)
If the telephone number is given for an official, ii is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated.
If two numbers are given, the first number is ihe home
phone.
Allin, Mike, 349 Clifton Avenue, Lexington 40508, 252-3957,
272-4330
Anderson, Roger L., Rt. 2, Box 59, Harlan 40831, 573-2536,
573-2536
Artrip, Larry T.. 315 13th Street, Kenova, W. Va. 25530,
453-2089, 836-8221
Baldwin, Dennis E.. 5612 Alicanti Lane, Valley Station
40272, 937-4485
Baldwin, J. Michael, 336 Meadow Lane. Elizabethtown
42701. 765-2759, 769-3396
Becknell. Steve, 2340 Harrodsburg Road, Lexington 40503,
278-0032, 272-6738
Belmken. R. Randolph, 123 E. Main St.. Leitchfield 42754,
259-5062 259-4051
Berry. Marc H„ P. O. Box 657, Flatwoods 41139, 836-8270.
836.8161
Biggs. Alan. 1709 Greentree Blvd., Apt. 74. Clarksville,
Indiana 47130, 283-0147. 228-8129
Brown. Hiram, III. 771 Chiles Avenue, Apt. 3, Lexington
40505
Boyd. Charles E., Rt. 2. Box 31. Catlettsburg 41129. 739-
4262
Brown. James H.. R. R. 1, Maysville 41056, 564-6620
Buckles, Thomas F., R. R. 1. Box 56E. Radclifi 40160,
351-6803
Bullock, Bobby Joe, 107 Bourne Avenue, Somerset 42501,
678-8314. 679-4361
Cheatham. Larrv, 423 Ogden Drive, Somerset 42501, 679-
4517, 679-4361
Clark, John B., Louisa H. S., Louisa 41230
Coffev. Tommv, R. R. 3. Box 20A, Mt. Vernon 40456. 256-
2445
Combs, Larrv D., 14 Meadow Drive. Mavsville 41056, 564-
6566
Conlin, Martin T„ 464 Hazen Street, Ludlow 41016. 291-
8570, 635-2191
Crum, Edward E., 321 Robin Road. Bowling Green 42101.
781-4495. 843-4384
Cubine. John, 2000 Confederate PI., Apt. 605, Louisville
40208, 635-6873. 636-4691
Dahlenburs. Doug, 910 Virginia Avenue, Florence 41042.
371-6516
Delph. Joseph, 109 East Main Street, Lynch 40855. 848-2065
Derrickson, Rick. 621 Cardinal Lane, Lexington 40503, 278-
6350
Dillineham. Kent. 716 Bemis-Lawrence, W.K.U., Bowling
Green 42101, 748-4550
Dunavent. Doug R., Box 88. Sparta 41086, 643-4961. 371-7973
Duvall, Jack, Paradise Road, Greenville 42345, 338-4925
Easterling. James. Cannel City 41408, 743-4856
Eldridge. David. 1601 Hawthorne Lane, East, Lexington.
40505. 299-1970
Emmons, Guv W., 6006 Shadow Run Road, Louisville
40219, 964-7784, 582-2631
Gabbard, Ravmond, Jr.. 40 Jergens Lane, Hebron 41048,
689-4362, 371-6524
Gann, Ronnie W., 909 Morgantown Road, Bowling Green
42101. 842-6727
Gibson. Mike. Wavland 41666. 358-4580
Gibson. Terrv L.. 4422 Mann Ave.. Louisville 40215. 366-
8341. 935-3851
Gorlev. Robert C. 137 E. Jefferson Avenue, Danville
40422 236-7972. 236-5047
Hammons. Norman. Rt. 4. Hopkinsville 42240. 886-7066,
886-3116
Hanev. James (Buddv), Jr., 206 Limestone Street, Somer-
set 42501. 678-8529. 678-8061
Helton. Roller. R R. 3. Box 215B. Mt. Vernon 40456. 252-
2216 ( Bus. i
Hinkle, Melvin B.. 519 Dobbin Drive. Paris 40361, 987-4201,
987-1235
Hodge. Larrv R.. 35 Highland Trailer Pk., Bowling Green
42101. 781-1581
Hood David Glenn, Cumberland Village, Apt. 24, Middles-
boro 40965. 248-4277. 248-3378
House. Oscar C. 125 E. 4th Street. London 40741. 864-9425
Huehes. Brenda. 500 Ohio Street, Lexington 40508, 255-
4172. 252-3212
Hughes. Jackie. 231 Cozv Glen Road. Oak Hill. Ohio 45656
Jaggers, John. Trigg Co. H. S., Cadiz 42211. 365-5959. 522-
6«72
Johnson, William E., 44 Place Blanc, Louisville 40203.
778-3847. 582-2431
Jones Clvde. Jr.. 534 Pinewood Drive, Nicholasville 40356,
885-3208. 885-5331
Jones, Donald Lee, Box 28EE, Rt. 8, Richmond 40475,
369-5883
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
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FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
STANDINGS — 1972
Big Eight Conference
Union County 6
Owensboro Catholic 5 1
Owensboro Senior 3 3
Madisonville N. Hopkins 3 3
Daviess County 2 4
Henderson 2 4
Henderson County 6
Blue Grass Conference
Kentucky Country Day 4
Berea 3 1
Sayre 3 1
Rockcastle County 2 2
Burgin 3 3
Kentucky Academy 13
Mercer County 4
Ceniral Kentucky Conference
Madison 5
Henry Clay 4 1
Somerset 4 10
Anderson County 6 2
Frankfort 4 3
Paris 4 2
Stanford 4 2
Georgetown 3 2
Woodford County 3 2 1
Harrodsburg 4 3
Shelbyville 1 2
Mt Sterling 2 3
Danville 2 5
Garrard County 2 5
Jessamine County 16 1
Bovle County 6
M.M.I. 1
Cumberland Valley Conference
Evarts 4
Lynch 2 1
Hazard 2 2
Cawood 1 2
Cumberland 4
Eastern Kentucky Mountain Conference
Whitesburg 6
Pikeville 6
Wheelwright 4 2
Belfry 3 2
Elkhorn City 4 3
Johns Creek 4 4
M. C. Napier 3 3
Leslie County 2 2
Jenkins 2 4
Virgie 2 4
Fleming-Neon 16
Phelps 7
Mid-South Football Conference
Warren Central 4
Butler County 6 1
Metcalfe County 5 2
Todd Central * 2 2
Park City 3 3
Warren East 3 4
Cumberland County 2 3
Greensburg 14
Edmonson County 7
Mid-State Conference
Bryan Station 4
Madison Central 3 10
Clark County 2 2
Montgomery County 2 2
Franklin County 1 3
Scott County 3
Northeastern Kentucky Conference
Russell 6
Boyd County 3 1
Louisa 5 2
Wurtland 1 3 1
Fairview 2 3
McKell 1 3 1
Catlettsburg 15
Raceland 6
Northern Kentucky Athletic Conference
Campbell County 9 1
Dixie Heights 8 1
Highlands 6 1
Beechwood 5 10
Newport 4 4 1
Lloyd 3 3 2
Boone County 3 3
Bellevue 2 3
Dayton 15 1
Ludlow 1 4
Simon Kenton 2 8
Conner 16
Holmes 5 1
Sky Conference
Franklm-Simpson 3
Bowling Green 2 10
Glasgow 1 2
Russellville 3
Southeastern Kentucky Conference
Middlesboro 7
Pineville 7 10
Corbin 5 2
Harlan 4 2
Bell County 3 4
Laurel County 3 4
Knox Central 2 6
Williamsburg 2 5
Lynn Camp 14
Whitley County 6
Southern Kentucky Athletic Conference
Division A
Glasgow 2
Tompkinsville 110
Campbellsville 2
Division B
Caverna 3
Hart County 2 10
Metcalfe County 2 1
Taylor County 2 1
Greensburg 3
Adair County 3
Western Kentucky Athletic Conference
Class AA
Hopkinsville 5 10
Paducah Tilghman 3 1
Franklin-Simpson 4 10
Mayfield 4 2
Christian County 2 3 1
Caldwell County 2 4
Lone Oak 2 2
Bowling Green 5
North Marshall 1 1
Class A
Trigg County 5
Ft. Campbell 4 1
Heath 4
Russellville 2 2
Webster County 2 2
Murray 2 3
Crittenden County 2 4
Reidland 1 4
Fulton City 6
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THOMAS JEFFERSON — CLASS AAA, REGION 2, DISTRICT 3 CHAMPION
iLefl lo Right) Front Row: K. Robinson, L. Clay, P. Briltentine, D. Young, J. Huskey, R. Hudson, H. Hill,
B. Gilbert, K. Kennedy, C. Ralston, W. Burks, M. Russell, D. Coffey, K. Northinglon. Second Row: M. North-
ington. R. Martin, J. Graf, R. Thompson, D. Trowell, J. Kuhn, L. Winkle, B. Wilkins, R. Sloufe, C. First, J, Master-
son, M. Griggs, G. Hill. Third Row: J. Harretl, G. Bass. J. Bishop, L. Gunnell, R. Bush, D. Harretl, R. Lawson.
D. Lewis, T. Parsley, T. Smith, D. Sullivan, R. Durham. Fourth Row: M. Hobbs. R. Neumann, K. Schullz,
D. Carr. W Burks, D. Lewis, R. Simpson, D. Taylor, J. Williams, G. Griggs, B. Payne, B. Goff, R. Wilson, R. M.
Waddell, J. Edwards. B. Frasher.
FAIRDALE CLASS AAA, REGION 2, DISTRICT 2 CHAMPION
(Left to Right) Front Row: D. Churchman, K. Ray, K. Hack, B. Duckworth, S. Greschel. F. Tale, S. Griffin,
M. Moore, D. Benzel, G. McCubbins, J. Emerson, L. Younger, B. Drake, K. Oliver. Second Row: R. Windham,
D. Clark G. Sterchi, J. Mitchell. P. Kruelzer, L. Mouser. M. Wilson, L. Clark, T. Hilkey, D, Noe, J. D. Dennison,
D. Carlisle, G. Morris, E. Bergstrom. R. Rowe, G. Kirby. Third Row: D. Fields, R. Boll, W. Littrell, R. Parrott,
C. Cook, L. Otto, D. Easlridge, B. Payne, D. Sosh, G. Paulley, J. Bennett, M. Enriquez, L. Bertram, B. Berry.
J. Link, D. Trosper.
WESTPORT — CLASS AAA, REGION 2 DISTRICT 4 CHAMPION
h 3? 3MQSU«9o,7i
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(Left lo Right) Front Row: J. McDermond, M. Shutt, B Taylor. J. Palmguist. J. Baker. J. Disney. D. Watson.
J. Watson, S. Maynor, B. Mellem. Second Row: G. Brunsman. M. Baum, D. Anderson. M. Hitchcock, B. Gagel. R.
Mitchell, S. Smith, D. Jenkins, G. McGlaughlin, B. Haywood. R. Renfroe, C. Bounnell, J. Potts, D. Smith. Third
Row: G. Cobb, G. Gitschier, B. Worlhington, W. Pifer, E. Curtis, S. Shifley, S. Bridgers. M. Bell. S. Wetzel, S.
Hasty. G. Avers, M. Wardlaw, S. Garrett, T. Tingle. Fourth Row: K. Voss, M. Easter, M. Schafllein, B. Miller, D.
Smith, M. Trick, D. Paul.
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BEECHWOOD
3
CLASS A, REGION 3 CHAMPION
vmfem
(Lefl lo Righl) Front Row: M. Jacobs, J. Miller, M. Murray, J. Goeiz, H. Smilh, M, Merlen, C. Rose, J. Mann,
S. Keith. Second Row: T. Brown, G. Fussinger, B. Marshall, B. McEnlyTe, B. Wigger, D. Mahoney, D. Morrison,
K. Burns. Third Row: B. Hood, J. Slevens, M. Filzer. M. Sleffen, B. Slevens, R. Reed, D. Stevens. Fourth Row:
Bob Ahlers, Bill Ahlers, T. Koenig, D. O'Brien, K. Quinlan, P. Schultz, V. Bowman, G. Wilte.
MADISON CLASS A, REGION 2 CHAMPION
(Left lo Right) Front Row: Mgr. G. King, F. Parks, W. Gassett, S. Luttrell, C. Gentry, C Bullins, R. Wiggins,
R. Turner, W. Chennault, R. Gilbert, Mgr. J. Clark. Second Row: Mgr. T. Ford, K. Turner, A. McDaniels, S. Agee,
E. Martin, G. Gordon, J. Lovell, D. Morgan, D. Hackett, C. Hill, J. Turner. Third Row: Ass't Coach Miller, Coach
Lovell, H. Covington, D. Hill, H. Broaddus. R. Morton, V. Miller, J. Mundy, C. Gentry, R. Wells, Ass't Coach Free-
man, Ass't Coach Kochin.
LYNCH — CLASS A, REGION 4, DISTRICT 1 CHAMPION
(Left lo Riqht) Front Row: J. Palko, J. Massey, C. Crossman, H. Prinklelon, R. Hlgdon. M. Boyle, H. Osborne,
W. Collins, S. Vicini, A. Hawkins, C. Price, E. Washington. Second Row: C. Clark, G. Davis, C. Vitatoe, L. Elliott,
T. Lee, J. Boyle, J. Slusher. J. Creech, E. Bandy, H. Dunson. R. Chapman, G. Miracle, M. Lowe. Third Row:
R. Ellington, F. Sizemore, M. Austin, S. Steele, G. Russell, T. Sheback, J. Koier, M. Dixon, S. Sorke, R. Price,
F. Pearson. J. Price, D. Hollin, R. Hammons.
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ALLEN COUNTY — CLASS A, REGION 1, DISTRICT 2 CHAMPION
(Left to Right) Front Row: G. Weaver. D. Richards. B. Hagenbuch. J. Eaton. J. Hall, B. Williams. L. Reeder.
M. Calvert, R. Huntsman, P. Weston, J. Blankenship, L. Holland, R. Lyles. Second Row: Coach B. Driver. O.
Willoughby, D. Donovan, D. Williams, D. Young, T. Spurlock, K. Garmon, G. Petty, K. Sutherland. M. Roark. T.
Minnix, O. Lambert, Ass't Coach R. Hood. Third Row: Mgr. L. Hightower. J. Hooten, E. Stewart, G. Williams. D.
Rich, R. Hardcastle, S. Howard, C. Cline, T. Ogles. K. Howard, L. Hooten, D. Arjerbum, Mgr. T. Blankenship.
Certified Officials
(Continued from Page Two)
APPROVED OFFICIALS
Redman, Melvin Paul
Reed, Charles R.
Rees, Gayle H.
Reinhardt, Myron
Reliford. Paul G.
Rexroat, Jerry L.
Ricketts, C. O.
Ricketts, Donald
Ring, William H.
Rister, Edgar L.
Ritter, Goebel
Rodgers, Tom
Roe, Doyle "Buddy"
Roesel, Joseph F.
Rogers, Eldridge
Roller, Otis
St. Clair, Robert L., Jr.
Salyer, Henry E.
Schmidt, Thomas
Sears, Wilson
Seavers, Joe
Sellier, Ed
Selvy, Curt
Shaw, Earl
Shuck, Thomas G.
Sims. Frank D.
Singleton, Bobby L.
Smith, Benny L.
Smith, James H.
Smith, Wayne N.
Smith, Willard N.
Smith, William E.
Spencer, Irvin E.
Spoonamore, Jim
Stephenson, Harry S.
Stethen, James E.
Stevens, James L.
Stiff, Maurice
Stikeleather, Clyde L.
Stoess, Henry L.
Strain, Richard
Strong, Charles E., Jr.
Sullivan, Dan
Sumner, Carl
Swope, William W.
Tavlor, Ed
Thomas, Bill G.
Thompson, Thomas A.
Thompson, Tom D.
Tinsley, Marion R.
Triplett. Herbert W.
Troutman, Doyle
Urlage, Richard
Vanover, J. W.
Vanover, Wiley G.
VanZant, Jim
Varner, Ray G.
Vescovi, Raymond B.
Vinson, Ray T.
Vories, Richard M.
Waller, Bob
Walters. Darwin
Ward, Robert L.
Weaver, Ray
Weihe, Robert J.
Weiner, Dick
Wells, Glenn
Weyer, James G.
Williams, Roger
Williams, S. Jack
Winchester, Roy L.
Winfrey, Shelby
Wise, Jack
Woods, Gene
Wooton, George B.
Wulfeck, Jim
Ackerman, Joseph
Agee, Danny B.
Allen, Doug
Aubrey, Delmus
Banks. Buddy
Bell, Gary M.
Bell, Ronald K.
Berger, Richard
Bray, Lonnie
Briggs, Bruce E.
Brock, John D.
Brockman, Gerald K.
Brown, Fred L.
Brown, Lyman D.
Brown. Wendell
Browning, Wayne
Burgess, jack W.
Caple, Harold
Carr, Larry
Centers, Mike
Chaffin. Carl
Clark, James K.
Cochran, Ray D.
Cochran, Roy H., Jr.
Combs. Henry B.
Congleton, S. Jay
Copley, Sidney M.
Crouse. James W.
Davis. Tom
Day, Roy E.
Dennison, James
Dickison, Ruddie L.
Eary, Edward, B., Jr.
Early. Robert G.
Edwards, Ernest S.
Edwards. James D.
Eldridge. Wayne R.
Elliott. Carlos N.
Estes, Walter R.
Farris, Joe
Feger. George
Fields, Rufus, Jr.
Firestine, Frank V.
Fiske. Charles N.
Floyd. Richard L.
Ford, Donald R.
Frankel, Louis S.
Gatterdam, Edward L.
Glenn, David A.
Goodin, Bill
Gordon, Roy T.
Gorrell, Howard
Haas, Tom V.
Hammons, Wendell L.
Harper, James A.
Hatcher, Robert
Hawkins, Edward
Hollar, Lanny W.
Howard. Jackie L.
Hummel, Thomas
Hyman, Alan D.
Johnson. David A.
Johnson, Gayle W.
Johnson. Jerry L.
Jones, Alexander, Jr.
Keller, Terry Joe
Kelley, Larry
Kirtlev, Dennis W.
Klump. William R.
Lane, Leon
Lawson. Sam
Leber. Jerry L.
Lefevers, Colman J.
Lehkamp. Ken
Lewis, Tommy
Loeser, Alan J.
McKenzie. Dwight E.
McLean, Gordon
McPike, Ray S.
Mason, Luther G.
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Mathis, David L.
Meyer, Raymond F.
Meyers, John F.
Miles, Francis M.
Miller. Harold P.
Mills, Dwight
Mobley, Clarence E.
Monks. Ronald E.
Mullins. William B.
Murt, Gene T.
Nelson, Clarence R.
Oak. Dalton L.
Overbey. Jerry F.
Parsons. Kenneth E.
Pearl. George W.
Pedigo. Albert M.
Powell. Harry, Jr.
P'Pool, Lanny E.
Quisenberry. James M.
Racke. Jerry W.
Reeves. Curtis R.
Rightmyer, Wm. H., Jr.
Roark, Forrest G.
Rodeheffer. Sidney J.
Saviors. Carlee
Schell. Jerrv C.
Schell. William P.
Scott, Jerry L.
Skaggs, Bobby L.
Slone, Martin
Smith, Ronald
Smith, Roy M.
Snodgrass, Jack
Stark, Douglas
Stewart. Dale
Stone. Sidnev P.
Stovall, Thomas E.
Stuedle, Ray
Taylor. Donald D.
Taylor. Jesse
Tavlor. John O.
Towler, Stephen N.
Turpin, Donald
Turpin, Ronald D.
Watkins. James R.
White, William L.
Williams, Bobby G.
Wvatt. Henrv S
Wildman, Stanley D.. 8 So. Orient Street, Burlington
41005, 586-6050
Wilson. Bob, Box 59, Warsaw 41095, 567-2426. 621-8329
Wilson. Robert S.. R. R. 1. Eubank 42567, 379-4931, 678-5181
Wolff. Mark. 1810 Kline Court. Louisville 40205. 454-0222,
454-0222
Basketball Officials
(Continued from Page Nine)
Kercheval. David W.. 1930 Brett Drive, Madisonville 42431
821-2458. 338-1960
King. Cecil (Sid), Rt. 9, Bowling Green 42101
Kress. Lewis E., Rt. 1. Box 75, Catlettsburg 41129, 739-
6596, 324-2144. Ext, 270
Lay. William B., 331 Eastin Road, Lexington 40505, 293-
1773. 233-2000, Ext. 2234
Lee. Paul O. P. O Box 216. Mortons Gap 42440. 258-5335,
821-4180
Lewis. Charles. 543 MPCO (PSI). Ft. Knox 40121
Lewis. Richard. Caldwell Jr. High. Princeton 42445, 388-
7701
McCaulev. David. Jr.. P. O. Box 552. Mt. Vernon 40456.
256-2418
McClanahan. Jim. 377 Hermitage Drive. Lexington 40505.
299-6784. 293-3344
Marcum. Homer F.. Box 56, Lovelv 41231, 395-5294 298-
7609
Marsh. John S.. 395 Bob-O-Link Drive. Lexington 40503.
255-5734. 252-2361
Martin. Roger. Box 174. Park Citv 42160, 749-8425. 749-2860
Morrow. Clarence E.. 311 Herron Avenue. Henderson 42420
827-9589
Osborne. Lonnie K.. Box 46. Robinson Creek 41501 639-
4049. 432-1414
Penyin, Jerry. 6427 Barton Road. N. Olmsted. Ohio 44070
Powers. James A.. Rt, 1. Box 375. Williamsburg 40769.
549-2950
Prewitt. Allan, 324 Stanford Street, Lancaster 40444. 792-
4573
Ricketts. Claude O.. 1506 Larchmont Avenue, Louisville
40215. 635-6536. 634-1551
Riggs. Stan. R. R. 1. South Shore 41175. 932-3598. 473-9045
Rowe. Harrv Robert. 315 Cherokee Trail. Huntington.W Va. 25705, 525-2283. 522-1714
Runyon. David. 505 Franklin Street, Ashland 41101
Schad. James. 816 Yorkhaven Road. Springdale. Ohio
45240 825-3343 771-2273
Schwab, James E.. 3403 Trellis Court, Jefferstown 40299.
267-6076. 363-9561
Smith. Charles L.. 519 Reed Drive. Frankfort 40601. 277-
4760
Smoot. Reese Wayne. Rt. 3. Carlisle 40311. 289-2870
Stansbury. Charles F„ Rt. 2. Bardstown 40004. 348-6747,
543-2221. Ext. 190
Stewart. Jack C. 1610 Nicholasville Road. Lexington
4O503. 277-5687
Studle, Ronald. 486 Glen Lily Road, Bowling Green 42101.
843-6654. 843-1163
Tate. Harold D., Ashland 41101. 928-9450. 324-3840
Thompson. Joe. R. R. 2, Owingsville 40360. 498-0745. 498-
1212
Walker. Gary W.. Rt. 4. Box 363, Elizabethtown 42701.
769-3207. 765-6402
Warren. John. Route 2. Springfield 40069. 284-7716
Watson. Tom. Burkesville 42717. 864-3451 iBus.l
Weber. James M.. Jr.. Route 1. Dover 41034. 882-2945,
257-1432 (Lexington)
Wellman. Timothv W.. Rt. 2. Box 329. Ashland 41101. 928-
6341
Wharton. Wm.. Rt. 1. Cadiz 42211
1972-73 Wrestling
Early Season Questions
(Continued from Page One)
interscholastic tournament. Coach A announces
that he wishes to move wrestler A3, who weighed-
in for the 112 pound class to the 119 pound weight
class and designate another wrestler to compete
at 112 pounds.
Ruling: This is not permitted. The wrestler may
be moved up one weight class in a tournament,
provided this is done previous to or at the time
of the weigh-in. Following the weigh-in, no sub-
stitutions may be made.
27. Situation: At the time of the weigh-in for
a tournament, it is noticed that one of the wrest-
lers has an infectious skin condition. Upon exam-
ination, the tournament physician decides the con-
dition might impair the health of other wrestlers
and therefore disqualifies the contestant.
Ruling: This is proper procedure and illustrates
one of the reasons for recommending that a physi-
cian be present during the weigh-in for tourna-
ments.
28. Situation. During a tournament match, the
coach and manager of team A occupy the chairs
reserved for such use in the restricted area. As
the match, which is closely contested, progresses,
the assistant coach of team A moves into this
area. When he notices this, the referee notifies
the coach of A that only two persons may be in
the restricted area. There is no movement on the
part of any of the three team attendants to vacate
the area as the referee returns to the center of
the mat to re-start the match.
Ruling: This constitutes unsportsmanlike con-
duct and the referee will deduct one team point
from team A's score. There is no warning prior
to this penalty. The rules clearly explain that only
two attendants may be in the restricted area dur-
ins tournament competition. Failure to comply
with the referee's instructions constitutes un-
snortsmanlike conduct.
29. Situation: In a tournament. Bl is completely
outclassed by Al during the regular match, but Bl
earns a draw by executing a reversal and gaining
a near-fall within the last 10 seconds. Al did not
perform well during the overtime. The score is
again tied at the end of the overtime period. In
the opinion of the referee, Bl was the aggressor
during the overtime, even though Al was out-
standing and exhibited better overall abilities
during the match.
Ruling: If Bl were the aggressor during the
overtime and there were a tie in points at the end
of this period, the match should be awarded to
Bl. The wrestler who has shown superior wrest-
ling ability during the overtime period is to be
declared the winner. Performance during the reg-
ular match has no bearing upon the overtime de-
cision.
30. Situation: During a tournament, team A ex-
presses a desire to: (a) film matches using 16mm
movie film: or (b) video tape. The coach of team
A explains that he wishes to record the action of
his wrestlers for review during practice the fol-
lowing week.
Ruling: Except as authorized by individual state
high school associations, filming tournament
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LOUISA — CLASS A, REGION 3, DISTRICT 2 CHAMPION
(Lefl to Righl) Front Row: B. Wallace. V. Rankin, N. Miller, V. Vanhorn, K. Harless, V. Thompson, K. Cyrus.
Second Row: M. Clevenger, B. Hammonds, B. Painter, J. B. Murray, K. Woods, D. Sullivan, M. Hamilton. Third
Row: Mot. J. Cook. Mgr. L. Wellman. N. Fairchild. P. Diamond. D. Sparks. M. Langefeld, D. Johnson, R. Workman,
L. Compton, G. Holbrook, J. Caudill, E. Butler, D. Short, J, Brooks, T. Wellman. Fourth Row: Ass't Coach J.
Clark, Ass't Coach B. Prichard, Mgr. K. Arbaugh, R. Chaffin, J. Ryan. S. Jenks, C. Barnett, B. Ball, A. Brooks, D.
McGinnis, E. Phelps, D. Hughes. E. Tingler, S. Tackett, R. Sammons, D. Robinson. C. Crum, S. Caperton. B. Hol-
brook, G. Painter, G. Nelson, J. B. Michael, Coach L. Varney, Ass't Coach Gary McDowell.
ANDERSON COUNTY — CLASS A, REGION 2, DISTRICT 1, CHAMPION
." \ m :
(Left to Righl) Front Row: Mgr. K. Satlerly, A. Stratton, J. Kays, K. Hawkins. M. Russell, K. Rideout, G. Cat-
lelt, T. Kays, Mgr. M. Laceiield. Second Row: Coach D. Ishmael, J. Jackson. S. Gay, E. Murphy, R. Perry, W.
Thompson, K. Cox, L. Moore, Ass't Coach J. Lindsey. Third Row: Ass't Coach S. Barriger, P. Drury, B. Birdwhistell.
L. McKay, R. Cunningham, T. Cooper, G. Hanks, T. Roddy, M. Hawkins, Ass't Coach L. Barnett. Fourth Row: K.
Hawkins, T McDonald, E. Toll, M. Adams, P. Hoskins, D. Gash. R. McKee, T. Young.
matches is prohibited in both (a) and (b). In the
situation described, the state high school associa-
tion would probably authorize such filming be-
cause it is not to be used for coaching purposes
during_ the tournament in progress.
31. Situation: During a tournament, mat judges
are being used in the championship finals. At the
end of the championship match at one weight, the
score is tied, and an overtime is necessitated. Is
it required that two judges be assigned to observe
the overtime?
Ruling: No, the mat judges will serve as over-
time judges. These men will serve in the dual
capacity during the overtime.
Comment: When mat judges are being used dur-
ing tournament championship or consolation
championship matches they will serve as judges
during overtimes to assist the referee in determin-
ing superior wrestling ability, should the over-
time end in a tie. These men will also assist the
referee in administering the rules during the over-
time. However, when mat judges are not being
used and an overtime requires the use of judges,
these men do not have authority to serve as mat
judges. Their responsibility is limited only to
judging the overtime. In this situation, they do
not have authority to assist the referee in the ad-
ministration of the rules.
32. Situation: During a tournament in which
mat judges are being used, those judges remain
seated opposite the red and green arcs and near
the edge of the mat.
Ruling: The positions described are proper when
beginning the match. However, in order to best
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accomplish their purpose, the mat judges are au-
thorized, in fact, encouraged to move along the
mat edge in order to observe significant action.
The use of mat judges is designed to minimize
human error and assist the referee. It is not pos-
sible for mat judges to observe all of the action
when seated in one spot. Mat judges are not au-
thorized to be in the inbounds area during the
match.
33: Situation: During a tournament match in the
quarter-finals, there is a flurry of action in the
first period and the referee awards Al a take-
down. The scorer inadvertently gives the 2 points
to Bl. At the end of the first period, Bl wins the
choice for position and, seeing that he is ahead
in points, decides to take the advantage position.
During the second period, Bl earns a 2-point near-
fall and Al gains a reversal. As the third period
begins, the referee's attention is called to the
scoring. As he reviews the score card, he detects
the error and corrects it changing the score to 4
for Al and 2 for Bl. During the third period,
there is no score by either wrestler and Al is
declared the winner. Following the match, the
coach of B contends that Bl was placed at a dis-
advantage and, because of the error, his strategy
was different from what it would have been had
he been behind in score the first period.
Ruling: The referee followed proper procedure
in correcting the error and changing the score as
he did. When an error occurs during a match, the
referee is required to make corrections when the
error is discovered. The error must be corrected
prior to the time of the wrestlers leaving the mat
area.
34. Situation: At the end of a tournament match,
the score is 7-6, and Al is declared the winner.
While reviewing the score card with Bl in the
locker room, the coach of B discovers that only
2 points were awarded for a near-fall earned by
Bl in the second period, when there should have
been 3 points awarded. This fact is acknowledged
by the referee. The change in points would re-
sult in a draw.
Ruling: Since the wrestlers had left the mat area,
no correction may be made.
35. Situation: During a match, Al has been warn-
ed for stalling. He is ahead in points in the third
period and while in the advantage position: (a)
makes no attempt to work up and pin his op-
ponent; or (b) releases Bl and as Bl attempts to
take him down, Al steps out-of-bounds.
Ruling: In (a) it is stalling by Al. Since Al has
previously been warned, the referee is required
to penalize him for stalling without hesitation.
In (b) Al will be penalized for going off the mat.
Comment: It is stalling when, in the advantage
position, the contestant makes no attempt to se-
cure a fall. Both contestants are required to
wrestle aggressively whether in the advantage,
defensive or neutral position. Failure to penalize
for this infraction puts the offended wrestler at
a disadvantage.
36. Situation: During the first period, Al is pen-
alized for using an illegal hold. In the second
period, he is penalized for a technical violation
and later warned for stalling. In the third period,
he is penalized for unsportsmanlike conduct and
one team point is deducted.
Ruling: Bl is awarded one point for the illegal
hold and one point for the technical violation.
The deduction of one team point for the unsports-
manlike conduct is the correct penalty. Penalties
for abusive and or unsportsmanlike conduct, as
well as flagrant misconduct do not accumulate
with penalties for other infractions.
AS WE START OUR 20th YEAR
OUR GRATITUDE GOES TO
YOU WHO HAVE MADE OUR
SUCCESS POSSIBLE BY YOUR
CONFIDENCE IN OUR SER-
VICE AND COVERAGES. WE
INTEND TO CONTINUE OUR
EFFORTS TO PROVIDE THE
BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE ON
ATHLETIC AND SCHOLASTIC
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
*7^e KiH<fde+t GamfMLMf, GENERAL AGENT
W. E. KINGSLEY J. E. McCREARY, Mgr. CHARLES C. PRICE
Life Department
121-123 LAFAYETTE AVENUE LEXINGTON, KY. 40502 PHONE 254-4095
P. O. BOX 7100
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K. H. S. A. A. TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS I
%
District and Regional Tournament Directors can get all of their supplies
and needs to run a tournament from Hunt's. We have the merchandise
listed below in stock for immediate shipment. Call or write us your needs.
TROPHIES AND AWARDS
We can take care of your Sportsmanship trophies, individual charms for
We have a complete stock of fan-shaped steel, fan-shaped and rectangular
glass backboards complete with goals and nets in stock for at once delivery.
A phone call will get them off to you at once.
FAIR-PLAY ELECTRIC BASKETBALL SCOREBOARDS
We have IN STOCK the Fair Play Tick-A-Way Scoreboard ready for im-
mediate shipment. A call will get one to your gymnasium before tourna-
ment time.
Turn all of your needs over to us. We will be glad to handle them for you.
If you want the BEST QUALITY and the BEST SERVICE contact HUNT'S
HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO., INC.
CH 7-1941 — PHONES — CH 7-1942
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY 42066
WE SHIP THE DAY YOU BUY"
%
BASKETBALLS
Get the feel of a basketball same as will be used in the State Tournament
in Louisville, and in your District or Regional Tournament. We have all
brands.
ADMISSION TICKETS
Complete stock of admission tickets, 2,000 tickets to the roll numbered con-
secutively. Printed ADULT, STUDENT, and ADMIT ONE. $1.50 per roll
of 2,000.
-
All-Star teams, etc. Our stock is complete and we can engrave in our store
and ship to you at once.
ACCESSORIES
Nets, scorebooks, first-aid supplies, whistles, stopwatches, timers horns.
powdered rosin, bath towels, shoe laces, colored top sweat socks, carry-all
bags. All of this merchandise in stock for at once delivery.
$>
BANKS AND GOALS %
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